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4-Day SAAM Precision Intense  $3,950 ea. 
(Youth $1,950) Receive 40-50 hours of intense 
marksmanship training. You will have an opportunity to 
shoot 240+ rounds. Perfect for novice to expert shooters 
and new or experienced hunters who would like to 
maximize their shooting skills while utilizing their scoped 
rifles and own ammunition. Become a better shooter 
and hunter by understanding your level of competency.
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SAAM Safari

4-Day Safari Course  $3,950 ea. 
(Youth $1,950) Train on life-size moving targets. Expect 
to shoot 280 to 300 rounds. Use our .223 bolt action rifles 
with “express sights” to ease the pain of shooting large 
bore rifles. Bring the quality ammunition with which you 
plan to hunt: 180 rounds of medium caliber, 80 rounds of 
your large bore (40 downloaded and 40 regular) and 40 
rounds of .223 (available for purchase at the Ranch). 

SAAM is hunter 
marksmanship training! We 
believe hunting is a form of 

conservation. All efforts should be made to kill with 
the first shot. We strive to expand your abilities to accomplish that.

MAXIMIZES HUNTING MARKSMANSHIP CAPABILITIES 
WITH MEDIUM CALIBER RIFLES

FOCUSES ON BOTH MARKSMANSHIP & DANGEROUS 
GAME HUNTER TRAINING FOR AFRICA & ELSEWHERE 

(All SAAM Precision and SAAM Safari courses include instruction, 5 nights/4 days of lodging, meals and beverages.)
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SAAM Combos
SAAM is intense training with a low 
student-to-instructor ratio. Is SAAM 
Training right for you?

If you answered NO to any of these questions, consider SAAM 
Training before your next hunting adventure!

830-234-4366 3

SAAM Hunt Combo  $3,750 ea. 
(Youth $1,950)
Hunt on the FTW Ranch and receive 18-22 
hours of SAAM training. This course incorporates 
Precision and/or Safari and is perfect for folks 
who would like to sharpen their skills by hunting 
and training at the same time. You will shoot 
approximately 140-160 rounds. Trophy Fees and 
Hunting Seasons apply, so please refer to the FTW 
species listings for pricing and seasons on page 
7. A very fast paced and intense four days. Stay 
tuned up and SAAM ready!

2-Day Hunter Prep  $2,950 ea.
(Youth $1,450)

graduates who want to stay tuned up year 
after year, or for those individuals who may be 
extremely time limited. We will cover Precision 
and/or Safari skills depending on the class needs. 
Expect to shoot 120-140 rounds. 3 nights, 2 full 
days of training.

4-Day SAAM Advanced  $3,950 ea.
(Youth $1,950)

Maximize your SAAM Skills! For graduates of 

who want to elevate their shooting skills to even 
higher levels. First, we summarize the basics and 
verify range cards with your rifles. The 
remainder of the course focuses 
on moving targets, intense 
wind calling, target acquisition 
training, intense dangerous game 
drills, and many other skill development 
drills, including the popular “Hair in the 
Scope” drills, only more hair raising!

Helping hunters 
be their best!


